Ready-to-Go

VINYL ADHESIVE
DUNLOP Ready-to-Go VINYL ADHESIVE is a
revolutionary spray-on adhesive, suitable for applying
vinyl sheet and vinyl tile to concrete, underlayment
grade plywood, metal (steel and aluminium) and
fibreglass substrates.

SURFACE PREPARATION
Damp-mop substrate to remove all dust. Approved substrate
must be dry and free from oil, rust, paint, old adhesive
residue, wax, curing compounds, sealers, hardeners, or any
other materials that would interfere with the bonding of the
adhesive to the substrate.
Use only DUNLOP floor levelling and patching mortars to
ensure surface is flat and ready for vinyl. Imperfections in the
surface may show through the vinyl.

VINYL TYPES
Vinyl sheet, vinyl tiles and vinyl planks with vinyl backing.
Contact Dunlop for non-vinyl backed materials.

APPLICATION
1. Ensure adequate ventilation in project area. Mask the
project area with painters tape and paper/plastic sheeting
to protect from overspray.
2. Shake can well before use and ensure can is at room
temperature at time of application.
3. Snap off blue safety tab from top of can. Hold can upright,
approximately 50-76cm above the substrate, aim and pull
trigger.
4. Move can back and forth smoothly and evenly to achieve
desired results; proper coverage should resemble a heavy
frost. Avoid insufficient or excessive application of
adhesive. Do not overspray in patches as it may show
through the vinyl. Lightly re-spray missed areas.
5. In order to maintain a consistent spray pattern, remove any
build-up of excess adhesive from spray tip.
6. Take care not to overspray onto walls, windows etc. The
use of a spray shield is recommended when spraying
against walls, cove base, or other flooring materials. Wipe
overspray with a damp cloth.
7. Allow adhesive to dry until there is no adhesive transfer
when lightly touched with the fingertips. Working time
once tacky is 3 hours. Whilst adhesive is drying, ensure the
surface is not contaminated by dust, dirt etc.
8. Roll vinyl into adhesive with roller within 1 hour of the
vinyl being laid. Apply pressure onto the floor with a heavy
roller (or equivalent pressure) evenly across the floor.
9. Once rolled, the floor is ready for immediate use.

HEAT WELDING
Flooring may be heat welded 1 hour after installation of the
vinyl.

Toll Free Hotline
1800 222 841 (AU)
0800 224 070 (NZ)

CAUTION
Contents under pressure. Store between 10°C
to 50°C. AVOID FREEZING. Keep out of the
reach of children. Avoid contact with skin,
face or eyes. Do not ingest. PRESSURISED
DISPENSER, PROTECT FROM SUNLIGHT AND
DO NOT EXPOSE TO TEMPERATURES
EXCEEDING 50°C. DO NOT PIERCE OR BURN,
EVEN AFTER USE. Intentional misuse by
deliberately concentrating and inhaling
contents of aerosol containers can be
harmful or fatal. Not suitable for use with
cushion-backed flooring products. Determine
adhesive compatibility by performing bond
tests recommended by flooring
manufacturer. Avoid application of vinyl tiles
and planks in areas exposed to prolonged
sun heat or high temperatures.

FIRST AID
Skin: Remove adhesive from skin with warm soap and
water.
Eye Contact: Flush eye with large quantities of water for 15
minutes and seek medical attention. If ingested, do not
induce vomiting, give water to dilute, and seek medical
attention immediately. DO NOT concentrate vapours and
inhale fumes. Use only with proper ventilation. For advice,
contact a Poisons Information Centre (13 11 26) in
Australia or 0800 764 766 in New Zealand or contact a
doctor.

GUARANTEE
DUNLOP products are generally warranted for 10 years
when installed to relevant Australian standards, applicable
DUNLOP specification, technical data sheet and instruction
for application and use. While we assure customers the
high standard and quality of our products and services, we
accept no liability for any loss or damage which arises from
particular site conditions, poor handling and storage, or
installation by unqualified or unskilled applicators.

SHELF LIFE
A shelf life of 12 months is expected when stored in a dry
place in original unopened container at 25°C.

DISPOSAL
Bleed off excess pressure. Please recycle the aluminium can.
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VINYL ADHESIVE

DIYGUIDE

spray pattern as illustrated on the packaging.

TECHNICAL DATA
Chemical Type

Water based acrylic blend

Appearance

Milky white frost bubbles

Odor

Sweet mild odor

Flash Point

Will not burn

Storage

Do not subject to freezing temperatures

Shelf Life

12 months in original unopened container

Open Time

3 hours (do not lay vinyl into adhesive after this time)

Dry Time

Once adhesive is dry to touch (10-40 minutes)

VOC Content

<0.0g/ml calculated

Traffic Allowance

Immediate

Underfloor Heating Systems

Yes
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